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The Fundamentals Here is in summary, non-proprietary form, the essence of our MNL Torx Engine™ technology: The MNL Torx Engine and the MNL Electro-Power Generator are a combination of electro-magnetic motors and specialized devices, which rotate within a containment. The motors function primarily as “pacemakers” to the Engine while their orbiting mass multiplies the Centrifugal force. It is important to realize that unlike traditional internal and external combustion engines, our Engines torque from the outside to the central drive shaft, not from the shaft out, thus allowing for an exponential increase of the power much greater than the input needed to run the “pacemakers.” Therefore, the net power of our Engine exceeds its electrical feedback and thus constitutes a fuel-free system based on the speed of electricity and the ability to push forward without pushing back. [U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending]



And here is a summary, in non-proprietary form of the essence of our MNL Helical Force Engine™ technology: The MNL Helical Force Engine is also a combination of electro-magnetic motors and specialized devices, which rotate within a containment. However, these motors are thus positioned to utilize Centrifugal Force to an advantage to generate a helical Force all in one positive vertex direction. From this force, all thrust, push and lift are concentrated to move in a desired range of direction. Note that the MNL Helical Force Engine operates in conjunction with the MNL Torx Engine as its source of electrical input. [U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending]



Engines manufactured pursuant to the two above-described MNL Engine technologies possess the benefits of the capability of operating without consuming fossil fuels or utilizing any other external energy inputs and without emitting any form of pollution.
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Key Aspects That Make This Project Unique And Groundbreaking 1. Centrifugal Force has always been considered as a fictitious resultant force because no one knows how to utilize this Force, expressed as “mass times angular velocity squared times radius”. The MNL Engines™ are able to utilize centrifugal force because it is the Acting Force not the resultant force. 2. In order to efficiently use Centrifugal Force, we have created a method of pushing forward without pushing back – never before accomplished. 3. In this method, internal motors can continuously generate an offbalanced force and act as pacemakers to the system – allowing the mass to do the work. 4. The MNL Engines also torque from the outside to the central drive shaft, gaining leverage unlike most traditional engines and flywheels. 5. The mathematical formulas that apply to our MNL Engine technologies are based on standard formulas found in most engineering textbooks. 6. We strongly feel that a visit to our offices in South Florida to witness first hand the many demonstration units that prove our fundamental technologies is the only way to truly appreciate the great possibilities that the MNL Engines offer.



A broad portfolio of U.S. and foreign Patents and Patents Pending protects all of these innovations.
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I would like to introduce you to our company, Centorque, Ltd., which possesses the only viable solution to the world’s pollution problems. Most companies have little or no interest in addressing the problem, simply creating makeshift solutions to temporarily or partially relieve environmental destruction from pollution. Manufacturers know there is a problem and so do we, but they have the ability to change their products with the help of our inventions, the fuel and pollution free MNL Torx Engine™ and MNL Helical Force Engine™. Manufacturers are vital in Solving The World’s Pollution Crisis. Eliminate: Emissions From All Types Of Vehicles, Aircraft And Marine Craft Noise And Air Pollution From Airports, Power Plants and Factories Costs Of Petroleum Domestic And Imported ($50 Billion per year) Water Pollution From Marine Craft - Oil Spills and Exhaust Health Hazards – For Example Cancer and Lung Disease Interstate Water and Electric Dependence Energy Shortages/ Brown-Black Outs Battery Disposal And Recharging Costs Of Natural Gas And Coal Dangerous Fuel Explosions Water Shortages Global Warming Starvation Waste



Promote: Safer Work Places Stable Environment High Consumer Demand Improved Crop Harvests More Profitable Economy Cleaner And Healthier World Desalination And Water Purification Plants We can help each other. Your financial support to facilitate our Research and Development Operation in Florida would be of great service to more quickly achieve the results of licensing manufacturers worldwide. One of our many goals is to open new avenues to transfer technology on an on-going basis for the continued benefit of all the people. The production of these new engines would increase industries' export abilities and greatly increase incoming tax revenues, thus creating a profitable economy while cleaning up the environment. We recognize that there are current procedures to follow; however, as this does not have any competition or product like it nor does it fit into established categories, we pose the question: what do you see yourself doing to solve the problem? If we do not find a solution, what will happen in years to come? The problem will simply compound itself... Please review the enclosed illustrations of the multitude of industries that can be improved with the use of the MNL Torx Engines and the MNL Helical Force Engines. 1155 Hillsboro Mile (A1A), Suite 602 Hillsboro Beach, FL, USA 33062 Fax: (954) 426-3309
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Only MNL Engines Generate Force In One Direction Without Pushing Back!



Announcing . . . The MNL TORX Engine™ The first engine in history to produce dependable rotating shaft work (horsepower) and electricity (kilowatts) that powers motor vehicles without combustion of any fuels or other external energy inputs thus emitting no pollution. The engine is designed to operate continuously and restart by way of internal capacitors or electricity from other running units. Still burning gasoline or diesel oil to operate your automobiles, trucks, buses or other types of motor vehicles? At last, there is an alternative… The MNL TORX Engine eliminates the rising cost of gasoline forever The question remains, how can an engine operate without fuel?



Let us explain…



“Specialized Electro-magnetic Devices rotate within a containment at speeds that multiply the Centrifugal Force, which exponentially increases the Torque back to the central drive shaft.” [U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending]



We have met the Burden of Proof … with Independently Confirmed Experiments! Features:



Rising costs of gasoline and diesel fuels are eliminated forever A size and weight advantage over all fuel consuming engines Sound and Vibration levels are dramatically reduced Horsepower and Torque comparable to any high-performance fuel consuming engines NO FUEL SYSTEMS – fuel tank, fuel cap, fuel lines, fuel filter, fuel pump, fuel gauge NO TRADITIONAL ENGINE COMPONENTS – spark plugs, gaskets, pistons, rods, valves, engine oil, oil pump, oil filter, engine coolant, antifreeze, radiator, water pump, hoses, fuel injection, carburetor, water, temperature or gas pressure gauges NO COMBUSTION SYSTEMS – exhaust header, catalytic converter, tail pipe, muffler Production Cost savings by eliminating components pay for the MNL Torx Engine Suitable for front and rear wheel drive assemblies MNL Torx Engines provide electricity for air conditioning units, lighting and heating for maximum driver and passenger comfort as well as refrigeration for perishable payloads Easily the best performer over other electric powered vehicles, hybrid power systems, fuel cells or any other power systems Automated low-cost production Eliminates risk of fires and explosions, since no fuel or engine lubricating oils are used Environmentally friendly Exceeds all present and future government standards Suitable for all types of vehicles – compact to full sized luxury automobiles, buses, trucks, motorcycles, motorbikes, plus all off-the-highway vehicles used in construction and agriculture With no fuel and no pollution – the MNL Torx Engine will have the strongest consumer demand To learn more about our Company, the MNL TORX Engines or how to participate in this new enterprise with multi-billion dollar annual potential, send us information about your Company including qualifications and special areas of expertise in the manufacturing and product distribution of vehicles, power plants and relative components. All information will, of course, be handled in strict confidence. Only serious responses from principals will be considered. All specifications are preliminary, subject to change by Centorque, Ltd. and should be used for basic comparison purposes only.
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Only MNL Engines Generate Force In One Direction Without Pushing Back!



Announcing . . . The MNL TORX Engine™ and The MNL Electro-Power Generator™ for Pump Systems The first engine in history to produce dependable rotating shaft work (horsepower) and electricity (kilowatts) that powers pumps without combustion of any fuels or other external energy inputs thus emitting no pollution. The engine is designed to operate continuously and restart by way of internal capacitors or electricity from other running units. Still burning gasoline or diesel oil to operate your medium to large capacity pumps? At last, there is an alternative… The MNL TORX Engine eliminates the rising cost of gasoline and electricity forever The question remains, how can an engine operate without fuel?



Let us explain…



“Specialized Electro-magnetic Devices rotate within a containment at speeds that multiply the Centrifugal Force, which exponentially increases the Torque back to the central drive shaft.” [U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending]



We have met the Burden of Proof … with Independently Confirmed Experiments! Features:



Various models – a) MNL Torx Engine supplies shaft work, b) MNL Electro-Power Generator supplies electricity and c) a combination of the MNL Torx Engine and the MNL Electro-Power Generator supplies both torque and electricity Modular construction – drives any size and type of pumps, anywhere Maximum dependability – better than most electric utilities NO FUEL SYSTEMS – fuel tank, fuel cap, fuel lines, fuel filter, fuel pump, fuel gauge NO TRADITIONAL ENGINE COMPONENTS – spark plugs, gaskets, pistons, rods, valves, engine oil, oil pump, oil filter, engine coolant, antifreeze, radiator, water pump, hoses, fuel injection, carburetor, water, temperature or gas pressure gauges NO COMBUSTION SYSTEMS – exhaust header, catalytic converter, tail pipe, muffler Without combustion of fuels the engine operates without heat at ambient temperatures Operates at rated outputs at widest range of extreme ambient temperatures; not affected by altitude A size and weight advantage over all fuel consuming engines - Dimensions smaller than pump drivers Light weight – combination of plastic and metal parts Sound and Vibration levels are dramatically reduced Eliminates risk of fires and explosions, since no fuel or engine lubricating oils are used Environmentally friendly Exceeds all present and future government standards With no electricity, fuel or pollution – the MNL Torx Unit powered pumps will have the strongest consumer demand Rising costs of gasoline and diesel fuels are eliminated forever Automated low-cost production To learn more about our Company, the MNL TORX Engines or how to participate in this new enterprise with multi-billion dollar annual potential, send us information about your Company including qualifications and special areas of expertise in the manufacturing and product distribution of pumps, power plants and relative components. All information will, of course, be handled in strict confidence. Only serious responses from principals will be considered. All specifications are preliminary, subject to change by Centorque, Ltd. and should be used for basic comparison purposes only.
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Only MNL Engines Generate Force In One Direction Without Pushing Back!



Thrust for Marine craft



Announcing . . . The MNL THRUST Engine™ The first engine in the history of mankind to produce dependable thrust to power marine crafts in conjunction with the MNL TORX™ Engine without combustion of any fuels or other external energy inputs and without emitting any pollution. Note the MNL Torx engine is designed to operate continuously and restart by way of internal capacitors or electricity from other running units. Still burning gasoline to operate your marine craft, at last, there is an alternative… The MNL Thrust Engine eliminates the rising cost of gasoline forever The question remains, how can an engine operate without fuel?



Let us explain… “Electro-magnetic Devices rotate within a containment at speeds that multiply Centrifugal Force, causing specialized mechanisms to redirect the Mass Force in a positive Helical Pathway.” AFM [U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending]



We have met the Burden of Proof … with Independently Confirmed Experiments! Features:



Engines are modular Range – unlimited distances Propellers or rudders– none Vibration – reduced Cabin Noise – reduced External Noise – nominal Size/Weight – smaller and lighter than comparable diesel engines Fuel and Oil/Consumption – none (no combustion or fuel systems, fires, exhaust or air/ water pollution) Useful payloads – increased since no fuel on board Maximum Safety – no fuel to explode or burn, no intake/ exhaust Maximum speed – increasable Average Cruise speed – increasable Operating/ Maintenance Cost – nominal Electrical Requirements – total, including comfort heating and cooling To learn more about our Company, the MNL THRUST Engines or how to participate in this new enterprise with multi-billion dollar annual potential, send us information about your Company including qualifications and special areas of expertise in the manufacturing and product distribution of marine craft, power plants and relative components. All information will, of course, be handled in strict confidence. Only serious responses from principals will be considered. All specifications are preliminary, subject to change by Centorque, Ltd. and should be used for basic comparison purposes only.
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Only MNL Engines Generate Force In One Direction Without Pushing Back!



Announcing . . . The MNL TORX Engine™ in



The China Car The first engine in history to produce dependable rotating shaft work (horsepower) and electricity (kilowatts) that powers motor vehicles without combustion of any fuels or other external energy inputs thus emitting no pollution. The engine is designed to operate continuously and restart by way of internal capacitors or electricity from other running units. Still burning gasoline or diesel oil to operate motor vehicles with little space, at last, there is an alternative… The MNL TORX Engine eliminates the rising cost of gasoline forever while the China Car increases space and utility purposes The question remains, how can an engine operate without fuel?



Let us explain…



“Specialized Electro-magnetic Devices rotate within a containment at speeds that multiply the Centrifugal Force, which exponentially increases the Torque back to the central drive shaft.” [U.S. and Foreign Patents Pending]



We have met the Burden of Proof … with Independently Confirmed Experiments! Features:



Rising costs of gasoline and diesel fuels are eliminated forever A size and weight advantage over all fuel-consuming engines and vehicles Sound and Vibration levels are dramatically reduced Horsepower and Torque comparable to any high-performance fuel consuming engines NO FUEL SYSTEMS – fuel tank, fuel cap, fuel lines, fuel filter, fuel pump, fuel gauge NO TRADITIONAL ENGINE COMPONENTS – spark plugs, gaskets, pistons, rods, valves, engine oil, oil pump, oil filter, engine coolant, antifreeze, radiator, water pump, hoses, fuel injection, carburetor, water, temperature or gas pressure gauges NO COMBUSTION SYSTEMS – exhaust header, catalytic converter, tail pipe, muffler Production Cost savings by eliminating components pay for the MNL Torx Engine and the China Car Suitable for front and rear wheel drive assemblies MNL Torx Engines provide electricity for air conditioning units, lighting and heating for maximum driver and passenger comfort as well as refrigeration for perishable payloads, tools and much more… Easily the best performer over other electric-powered vehicles, hybrid power systems, fuel cells or any other power systems Automated low-cost production Eliminates risk of fires and explosions, since no fuel or engine lubricating oils are used Environmentally friendly Exceeds all present and future government standards Suitable for all types of vehicles – compact automobiles, motorcycles and motorbikes With no fuel and no pollution – the China Car will have the strongest consumer demand To learn more about our Company, the MNL TORX Engines, the China car or how to participate in this new enterprise with multi-billion dollar annual potential, send us information about your Company including qualifications and special areas of expertise in the manufacturing and product distribution of vehicles, power plants and relative components. All information will, of course, be handled in strict confidence. Only serious responses from principals will be considered. All specifications are preliminary, subject to change by Centorque, Ltd. and should be used for basic comparison purposes only.
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A Little History Lesson… Centrifugal Force Thousands of years ago there was a boy named David who had to fight a giant, Goliath. When David spun around a stone weighing a few ounces it gained such force that it was able to defeat the giant. This was the result of the Centrifugal Force generating force hundreds of times greater than that of its weight at rest. Hundreds of years ago, great men studied the heavens above to determine where the stars, planets, moons and other celestial bodies could be found each night and how they move within the universe. Nicolaus Copernicus, Johann Kepler, Galileo Galilei, Isaac Newton, Tycho Brahe, all great scientists who made massive insights into the way our solar system, galaxy, and the universe as a whole, function. Unfortunately, with each new discovery, there were always oversights and misunderstandings, or at least missed applications for what was discovered. These scientists provided the progression of Centrifugal Force from the movement of the heavens to today’s scientific laws of motion. Copernicus (1473-1543) stated the first theories concerning our Solar System. He believed that the Sun was at the center of the universe and was stationary with circular orbits by the planets. Although this explained the apparent motion of the Earth, the misunderstanding was shown by the way the sun moved within the Milky Way; it was neither stationary nor at the center of the universe. Brahe (1571-1639) theorized that the Earth was the center of the Solar System, that the moon orbited around it and that the sun and the other planets orbit around the Earth. His error was that the Earth was not the center of the Solar System. Kepler (1571-1630) spent many years of his life studying the motion of Mars and developing his initial theories of planetary motion. He also added to Copernicus’s ideas about planetary orbits by discovering their pathways are elliptical, not circular. Galileo (1564-1642) improved the telescope and corroborated Copernicus’s and Kepler’s placement of the Sun at the center of the Universe. Again we now know that the Sun is not the center and is actually in an orbit of its own. Newton (1643-1727) discovered the law governing Centrifugal force on a body moving uniformly in a circular path calculated from the celestial mechanics. However, he was not skilled in the mechanics of circular motion and his laws were applied mostly to astronomy. Thermodynamics There was a great shift in the development of scientific technology. People began to probe into the everyday jobs and how to improve them. Shortly after Newton, Robert Fulton in 1790 devised the first engine powered by steam. This was done all because of the ability to burn some form of fuel. Thus began the age of Thermodynamic power, the cause of most of today’s problems, from economics to health.



People burned wood, cutting precious trees to power railway systems, boats and factories. Then came the use of coal and finally petroleum. In 1867, Nikolaus Otto perfected the first gasoline-fueled engine. Several years later, in 1892, Rudolph Diesel marketed the diesel-fueled engine for boats and train engine cars. Over the turn of the century, Henry Ford developed the Model T car and initiated one of the largest fuel-consuming markets the world would ever know. In 1951, to stop the consumption of petroleum and other natural resources, people like Lewis Strauss developed the nuclear power plant, yet the main function was simply to more efficiently boil water the create steam to power generators and other machinery. However, the pollution changed from exhaust and soot to radioactive waste. Even before the start of industrial changes, cavemen discovered fire in the most primitive setting; it was the most precious discovery of the day. Fire provided warmth, cooking ability and protection against invaders. In biblical times, rabbis were forbidden to let the burning oil go out – it was a symbol of the precious need for fire to give meaning to our lives and provide power, both to mechanisms and to people. Centrifugal Force The burning of fuels to supply energy for equipment caused scientists to neglect the development of Centrifugal Force and its potential uses. The time has finally come to pursue this path of development. During the 16th and 17th centuries, great minds did not know how to utilize what they discovered. Now, with the miraculous technological advancements in the area of electronics, we have a way to utilize rotating energy generated from Centrifugal Force. Electro-magnetic motors provide the “pacemaker” to the MNL Torx Engine™ and allow the mass to travel with high angular velocity and increase the Centrifugal Force based on the general formula of m · v2 · r (mass times angular velocity squared times radius), and thus the overall output. It all comes from Off-balanced leverage and Centrifugal Force. These are the fundamental physics that allow the world to move from Thermodynamics to a non-polluting, non-fuel burning power source. It has been there all the time – we just had to learn how to capture it! We studied the problem, found the solution and patented the answer.



Written by: Martin Nick Leibowitz and Allison Marshall



1155 Hillsboro Mile (A1A), Suite 602 Hillsboro Beach, FL, USA 33062 Fax: (954) 426-3309 [US and foreign Patent Pending]
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The Fuel-Free Energy … Anomaly? This claim appears to contradict Scientific Principles. Reviewing the Basics, we will see the Riddle’s most favorable reward! Isaac Newton’s Third Law of Motion (Principia, 1687): “To every action there is always opposed an equal reaction; or the mutual actions of two bodies upon each other are always equal and directed to contrary parts.” In summation: Every Action has an EQUAL and OPPOSITE Reaction! Isaac Newton’s Fourth Definition (Principia, 1687): “An impressed force is an action exerted upon a body, in order to change its state, either of rest, or of moving uniformly forward in a right line. This force consists in the action only; and remains no longer in the body when the action is over.” In summation: To Cause an Action, we need an UNBALANCED Force (action only)! Heinrich W.E. Lenz’s Law “The electromotive force induced by any change in physical conditions is always in such a direction that a current set up by the electromotive force will oppose the change.” In summation: There is always an opposed action to a cause. Christian Huygens: “Centrifugal Force is an outward-directed force exerted on a body when it moves in a non-inertial rotating reference frame.” In summation: Centrifugal force equals Mass times Linear Velocity squared divided by Radius. Thermodynamic Conservation of Energy “The principle that the total amount of energy in the universe or in any closed system does not vary, although energy can be changed from one form into another.” In summation: You cannot get out more than what you put in. The above summations are the generally understood and accepted explanations of these Scientific Laws and are very true, however, there are additional explanations that are equally valid:



THE MNL EXPLANATION: The Science is correct; simply the application of the laws has been misdirected! “Equal and Opposite” is proportional to the Off-balanced Leverage cause. “Opposite” is inferred as backwards/ repulsion, it can also be towards/ attraction, and “opposite” can even be 90 degrees perpendicular to the force. “Conservation of Energy” was derived to explain the burning of fossil fuels; without combustion, the theory fails as is being proven by scientists around the world. “Centrifugal Force” is thought of as only a resultant force, MNL uses Centrifugal force as a driving force, from the periphery of a containment to a central drive shaft. “Leverage” is a mechanical advantage, which allows mechanisms to function at a higher optimum.



Input: Traditional Flywheels vs. The MNL Engines The formulas are correct for traditional systems torquing from the center out, but do not account for torquing from the outside to the center. For a flywheel, doubling the RPM implies a quadrupling of the input power, and the only way to obtain an output is to store the energy and slowly draw out the stored energy. MNL Engines allow a double in input to generate a double in RPM. Because the Engines are able to push forward without pushing back and torque from the periphery to the center, power output at the central drive shaft is exponentially greater than the input. We pose a simple question: Can you make any motor, vehicle, engine, boat, plane, and virtually anything else imaginable push forward without pushing back? – NO! Only MNL GUARANTEES that the MNL Engines generate all the force in one direction pushing forward without the push back as seen with all contemporary motion. With our solution – you will understand why it is not necessary to burn fuel to generate useful energy and how to supply the world’s needs for non-polluting power. www.MNL-Witz.com 12501ATD
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